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LIFT AND DRAG EFFECTS OF WING-TIP RAKE.
By A. F. ZAEK, R. M. BEAR, and G. C. HILL. ,
INTRODUCITON.
In order to furnish some needed data for wing end design, models of the Royal Aircraft
Factory 6, Albatross, and Sloane aerofoils were made, vtied, and tested at 35 miles per hour
in the 4 by 4 foot wind tunnel, to determine the lift and drag effects of varying the amount
of rake of the wing tips. The results me submitted in this report for publication by the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics by permission of the Bureau of Construction
and Repair, Na~ Department.
DESCRIPTION OF MODELS.
Figures I, 2, and 3 give the chief dimensions of three models; aIso their offsets, both spec-
ified and acturd. The models were planed out of a bronze casting, as usual, and were then
shaped at the ends by running fine saw cuts across the fhished form; &t obliquely to give
the longer tip, as shown, then squarely to detach this. Dowel pine were pfovided by whioh
the tips could in each case be readily slipped into theh proper position or removed. The longer
tip, after its t=t, ins amputated to make the short= one. The straight oblique edges of the
tips were rounded to an approximately circular bemd to diminish the head resistance. The
surface of the aerofoils was not shellacked nor polished but left smooth and bright as it came
from the automatic planer.
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FIG. 6.-Dimensfom cd R. A. F. 6 aerofoil.
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METHOD OF TEST.
During the tests each aerofoil in turn was held vertical and well upstream with a thin
flat steel bar which pointed horizontally forward from the tip of the balance spindle and was
slitted at its end, made to clamp the after middle of Iihe model, and soldared to it. Thus the
resultant drag at all angles of attack was horizontal and on a level with the aerofoil center.
After a complete set of lift and drag readings at all incidence from – 6° to 16° were taken
with square, medium-raked, and low-raked tips, we tests ~~e repeated with the holder
~ unsoldered from the aerofoil but not removed. Dfipg these check runs the model was set
in incidence with a dummy end spindle reaching down from the tunnel ceiling, and was steadied
with horizontal stay wires tied to the tunnel walls.. . .
RESULTS OF TEE TEST.
Tables I to XII, inclusive, and figures 4, 5, and 6 give the data of the test and the valua
derived therefrom. The general effect can best be seen in the comparative Tables IV, VIII,
and XII. These show that for all three of the aerofoils and at practically all angles of incidence
the lift coefficient is greater with the half tip, and still greater with the whole tip, than with
the scmare one. The Percentage increase is given in the columns marked “lift coefficient.”
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The cohmms of drag coeihcient.s show that there is little to choose between the half and the
whole tip, but that both give a considerably greater drag coefficient than that of the standard
,—
square tipped aerofoil. A few exceptions to this general statement may be noted in the drag
coefficient cohmms. As seen in the kid two cohmms of these tabks, the general effect of the .-
A@e ofa+%ck - “-
FIG.4.-Alimtmm aerofoll. Lfft and drag c’c=ulicfentsaud L@. Air
q3ed6slILp. h.
Fm. ti-ske,ne W!ofcil. Lift Ond dmg coemc!mt9 and L/D. M
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raked tips is to improve the lift/drag of the aerofofi at all mcept the higher angkw At inci-
dence below the angles of greatest efficiency the raked tips on all three of the aerofoils. cause
a decided improvement of efficiency which is greater for the long raked tip than for the short
one.
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ACTTLU Y. COMPU’IYN) VALUES.
Figurw 7, 8, and 9 give the foregoing lift coefficients plotted against computed values
for raked tips. The method of computing the effect of rake was taken from Reports& Mem-
oranda No. 575 of the British Advisory Cotittie for Amonautim, and need not be given in
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detail here. Over a considerable range of all the graphs the computed values agree closely
with the observed values for raked tips; but in the region of maximum lift the computed
values are increasingly too large.
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Though no general conclusions can be drawn from such a Jimited study, it furnishes some
evidence in favor of the common practice of pointing the wing tips obliquely backward. Doubt-
1sss the end effect for wings, like that for struts, is largely due to local changes of flow, and
hence must be relatively of less importance as the aspect ratio increases. Both phenomena
couId be better ehmidated by mapping the flow in the region where the overspill occurs, and
noting the improv6d smoothness caused by sharpening the ends.
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